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Introduction 
To Minerals and Rocks

The story in the rocks



Earthquake waves tell us about the interior of the earth, like a ‘cat’-scan of the body



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwWWuttntio
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Christopher Scotese
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Learning outcomes:

Geology is the scientific study of the earth.

The science of Geology allows us to understand earthquakes, volcanoes, glaciers and climate, how ocean 
basins and continents form and change, the economic minerals and rocks that are the building blocks of our 
civilization; the age and history of the earth. 

The cement blocks and mortar in your house are derived from the limestones of the State. The iron nails in the 
wood are from iron deposits up North that have been melted by coal and formed into the nails; the tar on your 
roof and its shingles are from oil in the ground and the electricity in you house comes from natural gas. The 
glass in you windows is from melted quartz sand. 

Other branches of earth science are meteorology, paleontology (fossils), astronomy (the Solar System and 
Universe), oceanography and mineralogy, and petrology.

J. Hutton, 1795: the guiding rule of Geology is “ the present is the key to the past ” (Uniformitarianism)



Minerals





The Rocks of the Earth are made of Minerals:

MINERALS: 1. Naturally occurring; not man made
2. Solid: ice is a mineral, liquid water is not

3. Crystalline structure – atoms and/or molecules are arranged in a geometric structure that fall into 6 crystal systems
4. Not organic (from life) = INORGANIC
5. Definite PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL properties: a) Specific gravity (G) ( Heft ), how Dense

b ) HARDNESS ( H –Moh’s Scale from 1-10 )
1 talc,  2.5 fingernail, 3.5 penny, 5.5 steel knife 
or nail, feldspar 6, quartz 7, 10 diamond.

c ) CLEAVAGE ( may easily split along parallel planes
d ) STREAK on a porcelain tile
e ) COLOR may or may not be important
f ) FRACTURE (example: conchoidal) 
g ) TASTE salt
h ) DOUBLE REFRACTION Split Light in two
I ) MAGNETIC is or is attracted to a magnet (Fe rich)
J ) RADIOACTIVE- Geiger counter
k ) FLUORESCENCE with UV light see above
l )  a Chemical Formula; NaCl salt, SiO2 quartz, Fe3O4 Magnetite, CaCO3 Calcite

m ) May EFFORVESCE or Fizz with acid
n) LUSTER the shine: metallic or nonmetallic



Fluorescence



DOUBLE REFRACTION: light passing through a crystal will be split in two

CaCO3

Calcite Crystal



MINERAL FAMILIES

1 – SILICATES some combination of Silicon (Si) 3and Oxygen (O-) Olivine, Quartz, Feldspar, Garnet, Beryl, Mica

2 – OXIDES some combination of a Metal like Iron (Fe+) or aluminum (AL+) and Oxygen(O-) Limonite, Hematite, 
Magnetite, Corundum, Ruby

3 – SULFIDES some combination of Sulfur (S-) and a metal (Fe+, Cu+) Pyrite (fools ‘gold’) 

4 – SULFATES some combination of SO4- and a metal Gypsum

5 – CARBONATES some combination of CO3- and a metal Calcite, Dolomite

6 – HALIDES some combination of Fluorine-, Chlorine-, Bromine-, or Iodine- and a metal Halite, Fluorite

7 – NATIVE ELEMENTS - rare: Gold, Silver, Copper, Sulfur, Graphite, Diamond



Na+Cl-, Halite, Salt

Na⁺Cl⁻, Halite, Salt

1 mm

Note how the atoms and 
molecules line up 

perfectly in a geometric 
3D pattern

Cl-

Na+

Steps 
indicate 
layers of 

NaCl
molecules

octahedra



1                2                 3                   4                 5                    6                       7

Salt + H2O
air

Salt 
crystals









Pleochroic Biotite (note bird’s eye texture) with radioactively ‘burned’ 

halos around tiny Zircon xl: Granite



Pleochroic Biotite 

(note bird’s eye 

texture) with 

radioactively 

‘burned’ halos 

around tiny 

Zircon xl: Granite



Geologists don’t use carbon; they 
use U/Pb. , K/Ar. etc.



Rhodochrosite – Quartz - Pyrite

Fluorite



The six crystal systems





Common Mineral 
Identification



Rocks  

1 or more minerals grown or cemented together form a rock



Rocks are made of one or more MINERALS. Rocks tell stories of their origin.

3 Kinds:

Igneous- formed from MAGMA (below the surface) or LAVA (above the surface), 
Both of which are molten material from the earth: Volcanic rocks and Plutonic rocks

Sedimentary – formed from pre-existing rocks grains  that have been weathered and eroded
and then deposited in layers one upon the other or from precipitation from the water (salt and 
gypsum) or the accumulation of organic material (coal). These sediments are compacted, 
compressed and cemented together to form rocks.

Metamorphic – formed from any other rock buried and exposed to great heat and/or pressure: 
anthracite coal from plant debris in an ancient swamp; slate from shale; gneiss from any rock 
for long enough.



THE ROCK CYCLE



Igneous Rocks

Formed from molten Magma that may come to the surface as Lava

Volcanic

Plutonic

Volcanic



hyoli

te

Na

Ca asalt

Lower 
temp.

Higher 
temp.

abbro

andesite iorite

ranite

Darker

Lighter





Form at shallow 
depth or on the 

surface, cool 
rapidly, with 

smaller crystals 
thus are fine 

grained



Haleakala, Maui: late stage, post erosional cinder cones



USGS-NPS

USGS-NPS

PuuPuai  25 yrs later



OLIVINE phenocrysts 
from KILAUEA IKI, 
1959 cinder pile: Puu 
Puai - ~1200 deg.C 
(~2200 deg. F) – also 
shot from Mantle



Olivine grains thrown out on Puu Puai ‘59

5 mm



Aa

Pahoehoe

Hook 
Mountain 

Basalt, 40X

Basalt Lava Flows



Pipe/conduit



Porphyry –
2 stages of 
Cooling :   

1 – earlier 
at greater 

depth 
(Coarse) &     

2 – one 
later at 

shallower 
depth or 
surface 
(Fine)

Phenocryst

Groundmass 
or Matrix of 
typical fine 
grain Basalt

pyroxene

pyroxene

olivine

olivine

olivine

olivine

Late stage Haleakala Ankaramite, Maui, Hawaii

olivine



Rhyolite 

cap

basalt/gabbro 

magma of mantle 

plume (hot spot) 

melts country rock 

to produce rhyolitic, 

semimolten magma 

cap

collapse caldera

Welded 

tuff

Extracaldera 

Basalt & 

Rhyolite flows

Rhyolite & 

obsidian 

flows

Upper crust

Lower crust

Asthenosphere

Upper mantle

Ring 

fractures

50 mile 
diameter 

Yellowstone 
collapse 
caldera



QTZ.

Glass shards (600 Ma) after compression and plastic 
flow @ 8-900°C = rock called RHYOLITE TUFF

gas & liquid bubbles

Yellowstone eruption (1.2 Ma) volcanic glass shard with gas & liquid bubbles

15 microns



Palisade Sill, NJ

Long Island Sound

Tappanzee Bridge

LDEO

LDEO Pier

Bronx

Pyroxene

Quartz feldspar 
intergrowth

MagnetiteSill Bottom 
OLIVINE

Sill Top



GRANITE

QTZ

QTZ

QTZ

Amphibole

Amphibole

K-feldspar

Form @ greater 
depth, cool more 
slowly and have 
larger crystals. 
Darker, Denser 

ones settle first in 
Magma Chamber= 

MAGMATIC 
DIFFERENTIATION

QTZ

QTZ

QTZ



Volcanic

Plutonic

Volcanic

Form @ greater depth, cool more slowly and have larger crystals. 
Darker, Denser ones settle first in Magma Chamber= MAGMATIC 

DIFFERENTIATION



Plutonic Igneous Rock
form at depth, cool slower & grow larger crystals (=Coarse grained): e.g.. Granite(Light), 

Diorite(Medium), Gabbro (Dark) depending on how hot the original MAGMA was.

Granite -
Graphic Granite

K-feldspar

QTZ



Rapakivi Granite of K-feldspar phenocrysts and dark (magnetite, biotite, pyriboles) groundmass – rising and 
falling of growing crystals in large, deep magma chamber followed by settling at bottom of chamber

Note concentric inclusions

Plagioclase Feldspar Exsolution rim Reddish Potassium Feldspar core

3 cm

Norway, Sweden or Finland

Cleavage in 
K-feldspar





Muscovite 
mica

Intergrown 
feldspar and quartz



K-Feldspar

K-Feldspar

K-Feldspar

K-Feldspar

qtz

qtz

qtz

qtz
K-Feldspar

= garnet

Coarse Grain, slow cooling @depth, mica/ feldspar/quartz/ garnet



SEDIMENTARY ROCKS:

1 - Clastic particles of pre-existing rocks (size: clay, silt, sand, cobbles and 
boulders)weathered and eroded (moved) by gravity, rivers, glaciers, wind, 
waves, currents and deposited by gravity in horizontal layers with older strata 
on the bottom and progressively younger on top. Grains are then compressed
by overlying sediment, or cemented together by Calcium Carbonate, Silica or 
Quartz , Iron Oxides, etc.

Grain or ’Clast’ size:
Clay 1-4 microns
Silt 5-67 microns
Sand 68-2000 microns or 2 mm
Pebbles
Cobbles
Boulders

Mud, Mudstone or Shale

Conglomerate( if angular= Breccia)

Sand or Sandstone

Remember the rock cycle



1973 
7 day 

GRAND 
CANYON
raft trip



Sandstone cemented with 
fine compacted clay: 1- source
was near because grains are 
angular; 2- source was a 
granite because the 2 
minerals are K-Feldspar and 
Quartz

Sediments an sedimentary rocks are clastic if they are made of fragments of pre-existing minerals or rocks that have been 
weathered (chemical or physical) and then eroded (transported) by the wind, waves, glaciers, currents or streams on the 
earth’s surface. When deposited in layers with the oldest on the bottom & the younger on top they can be cemented and/or 
compacted into Clastic Sed. Rock.:
Mud            MUDSTONE, SHALE
Sand            SANDSTONE
Pebbles            CONGLOMERATE

1 mm

Note : coarse
grains=near 

source; 
angularity = very 

near; minerals 
tell us source was 

a granite or 
gneiss; poor 

sorting = rapid 
deposition

Hi 
Pressure 

Qtz.



ORGANIC or BIOGENIC SEDIMENTS: swamps with plant debris ( are filled 

and later drained and the overlying sediments compact the “Peat” into Lignite, then 
Bituminous Coal and if metamorphosed into Anthracite coal; Oil and Natural Gas are 
organic also and easily migrate through pores in sedimentary rocks. Shells can 
accumulate to form Limestone.

Bituminous coal in West Virginia



Surface mine for Anthracite Coal (metamorphosed coal) in Folded Appalachians of 
eastern Pa.: note luster



Llewellyn Fm. fossil plant site, St. Clair, Pennsylvania

COAL

ORGANIC 
SEDIMENTS:
Coal, Oil and 
natural gas



EVAPORITES: dissolved minerals in water slowly precipitate out and sink 
in layers on the sea floor, accumulating as layers of Salt , Gypsum and in 
Florida – Phosphate; especially in tropical to sub tropical areas

Deep salt (NaCl) mines under Lake Erie

Fertilizer
Sheet Rock

Note 
layering



Layers of mollusk shell (clams and snails ) in Lakewood Ranch off of University Ave



Coquina (shell hash, lightly cemented by CaCO3) as in St. Augustine (Castillo)



Ocala Limestone (34 MYA)



Limestone
(400 MYA) NJ



Shell debris encrusted with 
a sponge

Limestone (400 MYA) NJ



Mosaic Mine

Water jets convert 

buckets of ore to be 

pumped as a slurry 

in pipes to 

beneficiation plant



Mansfield-USGS-1942-B934

Phosphate ore in 
our area

FL 62

FL 64

Late Miocene  
Bone Valley 

Mbr.



Francolite + Sulfuric →   Gypsum +   Phosphoric  

                        Acid              Stacks          Acid 

Ca3(PO4)2  +  3H2(SO4) → 3Ca(SO4)  +  2(H3PO4)    

                                                                                       

                                                                                                       + 

                                      heat 
 

                                                                                                     NH3 

 

                                                                                             Anhyhydrous 

                                                                                                  Ammonia 

     

 

 

 

                                                               DAP       &      MAP 

                                          18-40-0          10-50-0 
                                           N- P –K          N- P -K 
                                                                      diammonium            monoammonium 
                                                                         phosphate                    phosphate 

Chemical Formula (a ‘double-

replacement reaction’)  for 

Phosphate Production in 

Florida

Ammonium Phosphate

radioactive



Metamorphic Rocks: altered pre-existing rocks of any kind 

that are altered by heat or pressure or both. Usually at great depth 
where one plate hits and is thrust under another.

1) Heat only – Baking as when lava or magma bake the rock they 
pass through or over

2) Pressure only – when rocks slip passed one another as in a fault

3) Heat and Pressure together: as  when large areas of the crust are 
subducted to great depths – minerals are compacted together 
and grow larger, dark and light colored minerals separate into 
bands, rock ‘cleavage’ develops and rock becomes much denser. 
Examples: Shale becomes Slate and later Schist; Sandstone 
becomes Quartzite; Slate becomes Gneiss; limestone becomes 
Marble; Bituminous Coal becomes Anthracite Coal.

Small area

Large area



Metamorphic Rocks: 

cataclastic mets.

Faults

Folds

1.5 mm



Regional 
Metamorphism



K          S

A

Al2O-SiO4



GNEISS

red garnet

Darker Amphibole 
and biotite mica

Foliation

Alternating dark & light bands due to 
separation of darker & lighter minerals 
arranged @ right angles to direction of 

pressure

Lighter 
Feldspar 
& quartz



Sterling Hill Zinc 
Mine, Franklin, NJ



@ 1,850 feet down

willemite

franklinite

franklinitefranklinite

Marble
-calcite



Fluorescence

willemitecalcite

franklinite



Highly Metamorphosed marine 
limestone sediments near a Volcanic 

M.O.R.(S-F-Sp. Zone)



Minerals intergrown so there is no space in between (pressure as they grow)

Calcite

Calcite
Biotite Mica

Gahnite
Magnetite

willemite willemite



Marble from limestone ‘breccia’



ROCKS and MINERALS and the water, oil or gas they contain are important 
substances used by man. Think Gold ,Silver, Platinum, Iron, Titanium, 
Aluminum, Copper, Diamonds, Rubies and Saphires, Emeralds; even the 
pulverized rock and cement of our buildings and roads.=Economic importance

The ROCKS tell the story of how each area of the earth formed, how and 

why it has changed, how old it is and its fossils tell the story of the history 
of life on the earth.



Earth History

John E.B. Baker









CARBONATITE DIKE

Mafic Dike 

(younger and 

cross-cutting)

Granite

country rock

Rte.94 in Vernon,Sussex Co





Shell beds at SE 
corner of University 

& Loraine Rd, 
Sarasota, Fl Pinecrest 
Beds of Tamiami Fm. 

~2.5 Ma



Fossils and earth history





Planktonic Forams 

determine 

biostratigraphic age 
Note ‘bulla’



Index Fossil Radiolaria of Barbados



Geologists don’t use carbon; they 
use U/Pb. , K/Ar. etc.

% %



Around 42 Ma

Ogg-TSC-2014

Tethys sea


